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THE ECONOMIC FUNCTION OF DESIGN MARKETING IN A COMPETITIVE 
ENVIRONMENT: RELEVANCE, ESSENCE, SPECIFICITY, TYPOLOGY

This article reveals the main aspects of the economic function of design marketing in the modern 
world of entrepreneurship. These aspects, without covering in full all the functional diversity of modern 
design marketing, still generally meet the complex of international design studies from the point of view 
of marketing, and especially from the perspective of the competition of Kazakhstan’s book publishing 
and bookselling products in the world business. Despite the general methodological approaches to the 
problem of the economic role of design marketing in modern business and the fact that the topic doesn’t 
directly concern the problems of modern book publishing and book trade in Kazakhstan, it is one of the 
important areas of future research work.

The main goal of this article is to present and clarify the broad possibilities of modern design mar-
keting, to reveal the economic role of design marketing from scientific positions, to reveal its relevance, 
essence, specificity, typology.

This approach is valuable. It’s necessary for further research of the economic function of design mar-
keting in book publishing and demonstrates in full the methodological principles, competences, basic 
knowledge of young researchers in the field of design marketing, which will be put on the theoretical 
basis of their master’s dissertations.
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Бә се ке лес тік ортaдaғы дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің эко но микaлық функ циясы:  
өзек ті лі гі, мә ні, ерек ше лі гі, ти по ло гиясы

Бұл мaқaлaдa қaзір гі зaмaнғы кә сіп кер лік әле мін де гі дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің эко но микaлық 
қыз ме ті нің не гіз гі aспек ті ле рі aнықтaлды. Бұл aспек ті лер, қaзір гі зaмaнғы дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің 
бaрлық функ ционaлдық түр ле рін то лы ғы мен қaмтымaғaн. Бірaқ, мaрке тинг тұр ғы сынaн әдет-
те хaлықaрaлық дизaйн зерт теу ле рі нің ке ше ні не сәй кес ке ле ді. Әсі ре се, отaндық кітaпты бaсып 
шығaру жә не әлем дік биз нес те гі кітaп дү кен де рі нің өнім де рі нің бә се ке лес ті гі тұр ғы сынaн. 

Зaмaнaуи биз нес те гі дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің эко но микaлық рө лі турaлы мә се ле ге, жaлпы 
ме то до ло гиялық көзқaрaсқa қaрaмaстaн жә не Қaзaқстaндaғы зaмaнaуи кiтaптaр шығaру мен 
кiтaптaрды сaту мә се ле лерiне тiке лей қaтыс ты болмaсa дa, болaшaқ ғы лы ми-зерт теу жұ мыстaры-
ның мaңыз ды бaғыттaры ның бiрi бо лып тaбылaды.

 Осы мaқaлaның не гіз гі мaқсaты – дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің эко но микaлық рө лін aшып, оның 
өзек ті лі гін, мә нін, ерек ше лі гін, ти по ло гия сын aшу үшін ғы лы ми ұстaнымдaрдaн қaзір гі зaмaнғы 
дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің кең мүм кін дік те рін ұсы ну жә не тү сін ді ру.

Мұндaй тә сіл тиім ді, әрі құн ды. Дизaйн мaрке тин гі нің эко но микaлық функ ция сын кітaп 
шығaрудa одaн әрі зерт теу үшін жә не дизaйнер лік мaрке тинг сaлaсындaғы жaс зерт теу ші лер дің 
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әдіс те ме лік қaғидaттaрын, құ зы рет ті лік те рін, не гіз гі бі лім де рін то лы ғы мен көр се тіп, олaрдың 
мaгис тер лік дис сертaциялaры ның теория лық не гі зі не ен гі зі ле тін болaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: биз нес, кә сіп кер лік, дизaйн-мaрке тинг, тaлдaу, сұрaныс, тұ ты ну шы лық сұрaныс, 
бә се ке лес тік, бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лік, өзек ті лік, ерек ше лі гі, ти по ло гиясы, әдіс те ме лік ке шен.
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Эко но ми ческaя функ ция дизaйн-мaрке тингa в кон ку ре нт ной сре де:  
aктуaль нос ть, сущ ность, спе ци фикa, ти по ло гия

В нaстоя щей стaтье рaск рывaют ся ос нов ные aспек ты эко но ми чес кой функ ции дизaйн-мaрке-
тингa в сов ре мен ном ми ре предп ри нимaтельствa. Эти aспек ты, хо тя и не охвaтывaют пол ностью 
все функ ционaльное мно го обрaзие сов ре мен но го дизaйн-мaрке тингa, все же в це лом от вечaют 
комп лек су меж дунaрод ных исс ле довa ний дизaйнa с точ ки зре ния мaрке тингa, и осо бен но с по-
зи ций кон ку рен ции кaзaхстaнс кой кни го издaтельс кой и кни го тор го вой про дук ции в ми ро вом 
биз не се.   

Нес мот ря нa об щие ме то до ло ги чес кие под хо ды к проб ле ме эко но ми чес кой ро ли дизaйн-
мaрке тингa в сов ре мен ном биз не се и нa то, что темa не пос редст вен но не кaсaет ся проб лем сов-
ре мен но го кни го издa ния и кни го тор гов ли в Кaзaхстaне, онa яв ляет ся од ним из вaжных нaпрaвле-
ний бу ду щей нaуч но-исс ле довaтельс кой рaбо ты. 

Ос новнaя цель нaстоя щей стaтьи – предстaвить и прояс нить ши ро кие воз мож нос ти сов ре-
мен но го дизaйн-мaрке тингa, с нaуч ных по зи ций рaск рыть эко но ми чес кую роль дизaйн-мaрке-
тингa, выя вить его aктуaль нос ть, сущ ность, спе ци фи ку, ти по ло гию. Тaкой под ход яв ляет ся цен-
ным. Он необ хо дим для дaль ней ших исс ле довa ний эко но ми чес кой функ ции дизaйн-мaрке тингa 
в кни го издaтельс ком де ле и в пол ной ме ре де мо нс три рует ме то до ло ги чес кие прин ци пы, ком-
пе тен ции, бaзо вые знa ния мо ло дых исс ле довaте лей в сфе ре дизaйн-мaрке тингa, ко то рые бу дут 
по ло же ны в теоре ти чес кую ос но ву их мaгис терс ких дис сертaций.   

Клю че вые словa: биз нес, предп ри нимaтельст во, дизaйн-мaрке тинг, aнaлиз, сп рос, пот ре би-
тельс кий сп рос, кон ку рен ция, кон ку рен тос по соб ность, aктуaль нос ть, спе ци фикa, ти по ло гия, ме-
то ди чес кий комп лекс.

Introduction

Everybody knows that buying a particular product 
is a process of promoting the goods themselves, the 
finished product of production. Proceeding from 
the stages of the production process, this product 
was once predicted, modeled, tested, launched 
into experimental production, tested, accepted into 
a wide production, released and, of course, sold. 
From this point of view, the purchase of goods is 
the most important goal, success or failure of any 
entrepreneur.

Relevance

Of great importance in modern business is the 
reason that determines the purchase of a particular 
product. This can be the appearance of the shopping 
center, the price of the product, its quality, etc. The 
reasons that affect the purchase of the product by 
the customer can be different. This may be the 
acceptability and unacceptability of the price of 

the product, the possibility of buying goods on 
credit, kind of mood, the impression, the location 
of the goods ready for sale, the bad or good advice 
of the manager, the weak or strong advertising of 
the product being sold. Analysis, observations, 
international research in the field of entrepreneurship, 
its statistics show that in the main cases, purchases 
are made by buyers impulsively, and not specifically 
pre-planned.

Here it is necessary to talk about the 
psychological aspects, namely: the reasons for the 
purchase motivation, the subjective and objective 
factors that led to its solution, among which a great 
place is given to design as an effective tool for 
promoting the product as a source of influence on the 
client. Basically, based on international indicators, 
the product is “sold or not sold”, has a positive or 
negative result of the designer’s work.

Hereof the very urgency of the topic chosen by 
us is quite obvious: the economic function of design 
marketing in the modern world: its relevance, 
essence, specificity and typology.
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Not so long ago, our Kazakhstan entered the 
sphere of an active market economy. This entry 
created the need for its more efficient functioning. 
And the problems of the effectiveness of the 
functioning of the Kazakhstan market, the creation 
and promotion of the domestic product are dealt 
with by marketers and designers.

But it should be noted that two crucial aspects 
for the success in the market – marketing and design 
– in the former Soviet Union, and now in the CIS 
countries – have not been explored to date in their 
organic and original unity. And there was no place for 
the very design-marketing (as for design in general) in 
the administrative command economics. At the same 
time, all the world practice has long used in practice 
and in the education of future design managers 
these two inseparable elements in the sphere of 
international entrepreneurship. For example, abroad 
there are similar educational magazines in the field of 
design management and design marketing – the main 
sources of competition in the field of design. This 
circumstance prompts the acute urgency of justifying 
the economic role of design in the field of effective 
organization and promotion of Kazakhstani goods 
on the world market in a competitive environment 
(Design Council.org., Fast Company.com., Design 
Management Europe.com).

Here the following approach is relevant.
The design is: a) the most important source of 

communication between an industrial enterprise and a 
designer; b) the enterprise with the client; c) a designer 
with a technologist who develops the appearance of 
the product, its spatial design, which calculates the 
efficiency and compactness of the product in the 
object environment. The scope of the design is wide. 
It provides: a) positive visual perception of the buyer 
(external image of the product), b) promotion of the 
product (advertising or successful presentation), c) 
comfortable living and fitness of the product into the 
subject environment (internal image of the product); 
d) its external correspondence to the design of the 
office (external entourage).

The relevance of the study of the economic 
function of design marketing in the world market 
system will certainly help to raise the level of the 
market culture of our Republic of Kazakhstan to a 
new level, especially in book publishing and book 
trade. In any case, in the production of a modern 
book publishing product, it is necessary to take into 
account the well-coordinated work, except for a 
number of specialists, managers, marketers and book 
designers, whose creativity largely depends on the 
expected effect of the entrepreneur: the high quality 
of the product, ensuring profit and rating of the firm 

that issued such a book product.All this is called 
design management (Design-Management.ru).

After these conclusions, let’s try to understand 
in details the economic essence of modern design. 
What is “modern design”? What are its main 
functions and economic feasibility? Design is the 
artistic constructing of objects, the projecting the 
aesthetic appearance of industrial products, as 
well as the development of models for the rational 
construction of the subject environment (Dictionary 
of foreign words 1984). There is the most common 
definition: Design is a term designating a new kind 
of activity for the design of the objective world.

From the history of art and design we know 
that this area of   art did not immediately become the 
subject of the economy. Emerging in Europe in the 
era of rapid development of industrial production, 
it solved the problem of organizing the visual and 
functional properties of the object environment at 
the beginning of the XX century.

Literature review

Among the researches of new directions of 
the economic function of design of management 
and marketing, it is possible to highlight the most 
relevant works and textbooks of such Russian and 
foreign authors as: Basakov M. «Management» 
(Basakov M. 2013)., «Organization Theory and 
Design» Daft R., Murphy J., Willmott H. (Daft 
R., Murphy J., Willmott H. 2013)., «Classification 
of Design» Gorb P. (Gorb P. 2009)., Kootstra 
G. «Design management» (Kootstra G. 2006)., 
«Design Basics» Lauer D., Pentak S. (Lauer D., 
Pentak S. 2014)., «The Design Experience: The 
Role of Design and Designers in the Twenty-First 
Century» Press M., Cooper R. (Press M., Cooper R. 
2008)., «Project management in the social sphere 
and design thinking. Tutorial» Surova N. 2015 
(Surova N. 2015).

In course of time, researchers, businessmen and 
entrepreneurs came to the conclusion that the main 
function of design was the development of samples 
in order to be rational, compact, effective. Any kind 
of design is designed to correspond to the complex 
functioning of modern society: the production of the 
product, its consumption, the comfortable existence 
of people in the object environment.

Results and discussion

In connection with the new trends in the years 
of Gorbachev’s reconstruction, the role of design 
in the sphere of modern entrepreneurial culture 
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quickly emerged and greatly increased. The society 
of the 80’s has already ripened at that time and was 
ready for entrepreneurial activity: a large class of 
enterprising people arose.

Researchers of that time note that “the majority 
of objects of mass consumption among various 
manufacturers by the beginning of the 80’s were 
already technically mature and had approximately 
the same prices at approximately the same quality”. 
But it was quite natural that the foreign design 
of that time (although it was not and could not 
be fully in demand in the USSR) played a great 
transformative role in the development of the 
economic consciousness of the Soviet man of the 
reconstruction era. Foreign firms, stores, individual 
products of the time for the creative Soviet producers 
were the result and image in the world of commodity 
and monetary competition. But the union (Russian 
and Kazakh) firms were not able to rebuild so quickly 
and immediately perceive an effective design policy 
in terms of international requirements, although the 
customers (Soviet consumers) already consumed 
the most popular products of design willingly and 
increasingly.

During the years of Gorbachev’s reconstruction, 
design was still an unused tool of new entrepreneur 
and producers entering into market relations, didn’t 
become their effective means due to the lack of a 
strong competitive environment.

Nevertheless in large cities, in capital industrial 
enterprises, it has increasingly expressed itself 
as a significant economic component of growing 
entrepreneurship as an integral part of the brand 
and company style: the process of processing 
yesterday’s products was different, and from the 
general commodity faceless mass there appeared 
an image of separate products and the enterprises. 
“They were ready to produce more colored, oblique 
and curved forms, signed in the name of a famous 
designer, just to increase demand”.

At present, numerous studies on the economic 
function of design marketing in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan include a large volume of special works 
of leading foreign researchers (Kootstra G. 2006., 
Lauer D., Pentak S. 2014).

The most important part of the modern work of 
the designer is the analysis of consumer qualities of 
products and marketing. This is the main theme of 
our study.

It is known that consumption of a product 
by a society is one of the important purposes of 
any business. Every entrepreneur is interested in 
analyzing the consumer properties of the product 
created by him. This sphere along with profit occupies 

the most basic and significant place in the work of 
the designer, therefore the creativity of the designer 
is not limited only to the design of the form of the 
product designed by him. The process of designing 
any product, as you know, begins with its idea, with 
the expediency of its release, with the calculation of 
public utility and personal gain, and also with the 
study of the methodological complex (analysis of 
prototypes), then the process of modeling, product 
design, his expert evaluation.

The work of a designer in industrial production 
is the most complicated and responsible. The authors 
are talking about the mass production of industrial 
products where miscalculations and errors of the 
designer are simply impermissible (Blankmag.ru). 
For example, in the foreign experience of promoting 
goods to the international market, everything plays 
an essential role, even packaging, which is designed 
to be attractive, safe and compact. This greatly 
contributes to the price increase, the economic 
recognition of the firm and the increase in the rating 
of its leader and serves as a guarantee of successful 
competition in the world market of producers of 
goods. Such authors as R. Cooper and M. Press 
“consider design as a means of creating impressions, 
a system of cultural production and a creative way 
of consumption” (Press M., Cooper R. 2008).

What is the methodical complex? The methodical 
complex is the analysis of product prototypes, or a 
set of both previous, standard, and new, creative, but 
already existing and tested models of the product to 
be produced. The process of design forecasting and 
product modeling begins precisely with the analysis 
of the methodological complex, then sketches of 
variants of the proposed product are thought through 
(Dic.akademic.ru). From these sketches the most 
successful are taken into account. An experienced 
product is created, which is also subjected to 
examination and analysis. In the process of such an 
examination, the designer-marketer makes changes 
that improve the future product.

These changes and adjustments also continue 
in the process of analyzing consumer demand, and 
after the release of experimental samples, and even 
of the first pilot batch. During all these processes, 
the designer-marketer makes adjustments. This is 
how the product improves, the best design solution, 
ultimately leading to the modernization of industrial 
designs. Modern international design is armed with 
a whole system of special knowledge, scientific 
and design methods. But for our special scientific 
research the typology of modern design plays a big 
role, i.e., its active modes of functioning, depending 
on the use of the target audience. This was once 
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written and the first classification was presented by 
the largest theoretician of design management P. 
Gorb in his work “Classification of Design” (Gorb 
P. 2009).

There is not a lot of such active types: they are 
address design, industrial design, graphic design, 
environment and interior design (landscape design), 
web design and multimedia design. It is quite 
understandable designation of address design, which 
has its own, targeted consumer. This was said in the late 
70’s by the famous theoretician and founder of design 
management V. Glazychev (Glazychev V. 2006).

It is well known that of all the types of design 
listed above, the largest volume in the world 
turnover is occupied by industrial design, creating 
mass industrial goods and, accordingly, artistically 
constructing them. At the present stage, this kind 
of design, which includes the design of color and 
spatial solutions for industrial products, becomes 
the leading one.

The second place in the world in terms of 
volume is occupied by graphic design. At present, 
it is becoming in demand more and more. Graphic 
design has two important features – the preferences of 
modern consumers and the possibility of maximum 
impact. Due to these qualities, it is intensively 
developed and becomes the leading instrument of 
the whole world industrial and trade policy.

Graphic design in a competitive environment 
is provided by a number of important style-
building features: graphic style, logo and brand 
of the company, the use of color technology and 
advertising opportunities. In Kazakhstan, as in other 
CIS countries, such a promising direction as the 
design of the environment and interior is becoming 
widespread. In Soviet times, before the beginning 
of the 90’s, in Kazakhstan landscape design did not 
have solid reasons for its development. It was a part 
of the cityscape.

But since the late 1990’s with the emergence 
of private ownership of land, the growth of private 
buildings (large land areas, forest tracts, lakes and 
steppe lands), there were entrepreneurs interested 
in development of this direction. So the demand 
for the design of the environment and interior got 
its justification. The fastest growing segment is 
the trendy segment of the design market, like web 
design and multimedia design. International and 
domestic studies of this segment highly appreciate 
the importance of this modern design in the effective 
promotion of newspapers, magazines, websites, 
banner advertising. 

Progressive ideas on the theory and design of 
modern organizations are devoted to a new book by 

the well-known management guru Richard Daft, co-
authored with Jonathan Murphy and Hyog Willmott 
of the University of Cardiff (Britain) (Daft R., 
Murphy J., Willmott H. 2013).

Thus, the research conducted by marketing and 
design specialists showed that the competitiveness 
of the above-mentioned Internet resources, online 
and offline media largely depends on the complex 
of the best and most effective design solutions: 
submission, design, navigation, branding, and also 
the psychology of the perception of letters, graphic 
images, colors, flash-animation.

To date, Kazakhstani entrepreneurs have clearly 
realized the importance of domestic Kazakh design 
in the field of competition with global producers, in 
order to ensure product competitiveness. Now this 
factor highlights the necessary prerequisites for the 
full development of the modern scientific, theoretical 
and practical and educational base in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan. This creates prerequisites for the active 
development of Kazakhstani industrial design, 
taking into account the quality requirements from 
the perspective of the international labor marketas 
well as professional education of future design 
managers(Basakov M. 2013., Surova N. 2015., 
LiveJournal.com). And then Kazakhstan designers 
will be able to provide the worthiest competition to 
the most advanced centers of international design.

Conclusion

So, what is the design marketing? Any 
entrepreneurial activity aims at making a profit. The 
businessman receives this profit from the sale of the 
goods created by him. Sometimes in the scientific 
literature about design they speak not about the 
goods, but about a product which is understood 
more widely, and they mean not only goods, but also 
services, works. The main condition is the demand 
for the product by consumers, the availability of 
consumer demand. Only in the presence of these 
prerequisites, we could talk about the successful 
development of entrepreneurship. Product demand 
is the main goal of any entrepreneur, the main 
reason for finding its effectiveness in order to 
develop successful commercial activity. But, as we 
said above, all these goals and all these prerequisites 
are provided by the economic role, function and 
purpose of modern design, inextricably linked with 
marketing. Therefore, the transition of the economy 
of Kazakhstan to market relations presupposes the 
most complete and active application of such a 
method, relatively new to our society, as design-
marketing.
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As we showed above, in the world practice 
design marketing didn’t appear at once. It was 
a natural result of many years of evolution of 
the entrepreneurs’ views on their activity and 
market, as well as the result of the scientific and 

technological revolution, which, on the one hand, 
provided the richest assortment of goods, and 
on the other – an exceptionally high rate of their 
renewal, for which the design of marketing was 
required.
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